Notice of intent to obtain coverage under a general beneficial use permit.

(A) A person eligible for coverage as specified in a general beneficial use permit may apply for coverage under the general beneficial use permit prior to the anticipated date of commencing beneficial use of the beneficial use byproduct by submitting the following to the director in accordance with this rule:

(1) A complete and accurate notice of intent to obtain coverage under a general beneficial use permit on forms prescribed by the director. The forms shall be signed in accordance with rule 3745-599-25 of the Administrative Code. At a minimum, such notice of intent shall contain the following:

(a) The general beneficial use permit number under which authorization to beneficially use a beneficial use byproduct is requested.

(b) The name, address, and telephone number of the applicant, and the name, address, telephone number, and title of the applicant's contact person.

(c) If different than the applicant, the name, address, and telephone number of the generator of the beneficial use byproduct proposed to be beneficially used under the general beneficial use permit, and the name, address, telephone number, and title of the generator's contact person.

(d) If different than the applicant, the name, address, and telephone number of every intended distributor of the beneficial use byproduct, and the name, address, telephone number, and title of each distributor's contact person.

(e) Each location of the proposed beneficial use and storage of the beneficial use byproduct, unless otherwise specified in the general beneficial use permit.

(f) A description of the beneficial use byproduct and a representation that the beneficial use byproduct complies with the general beneficial use permit.

(g) Any additional information specified in the general beneficial use permit or requested by the director.

(2) A nonrefundable application fee of two hundred dollars.

(B) Any notice of intent or other documentation required to be submitted by this rule that fails to provide Ohio EPA with information needed to ascertain compliance with the applicable provisions of this chapter may be considered incomplete. Ohio EPA shall notify the applicant of the necessary information to ascertain compliance with the applicable provisions of this chapter and may request submittal of the necessary information within a specified time frame. Failure to provide the requested information may result in Ohio EPA returning the notice of intent application to the applicant as an incomplete application. An incomplete application will not be considered.
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